News from the Feminist Caucus, by Anne Burke, Chair
If you have a talent with technology, we can use your skills to produce a panel cd!
Please plan to join us on Friday, June 17, for the breakfast business meeting at 8 a.m.
with an open reading, planning next year's panel, & launch of Women and Multi-Media.
Then on Saturday, June 18, for the Performing Women the Panel, all during the Writers
Summit. We have Women Mentors: Mentoring Women 2015 to launch from last year's
panel. This month reviews of A Memoir of Identity and Ideas: Oscar of Between, by
Betsy Warland and of boobs: Women Explore What It Means to Have Breasts, both from
Caitlin Press.
Please plan to join us on Friday, June 17, at the breakfast business meeting at 8 a.m.
for an open reading, planning next year's panel & launch of Women and MultiMedia.

Di Brandt believes, "Poetry was always about multimedia for me." (p. 11) With Jana
Skarecky she researched Emily Carr for the writing of a collaborative opera. A re-release
of questions i asked my mother (once produced as a play in Toronto) was published by
Turnstone Press, in 2015. Terry Ann Carter is a poet and paper artist. She practices book
art and lines of poetry have greatly influenced the overall design of the books she creates,
including book structure. Moe Clark analyzes ritual, the evolution of sound, poetic
transformation in Transestral, a collaboration. Her work reflects invoking prayer,
resistance, and transition. Penn Kemp, both contributor and editor, explores how story
expands from poem into sound opera, to cd, video, and drama. Judith Neale is a trained
opera singer and brings that talent to her two-hour poetry show. Cathy Petch has worked
in lighting, theatre, photography, film, and television.

We have Women Mentors: Mentoring Women 2015 to launch from last year's panel,
with lovely hand-sketched drawings of Dorothy Livesay by League member Heather
Spears. Di Brandt added her anecdotes of Livesay, and the new team of feminists who
brought their perspectives to Contemporary Verse 2. "Poetry was a powerful political act
for Dorothy." (p. 18) Liz Howard observes, "To be a woman walking is to be a woman in
public space." (p. 25) Contributor Sally Ito who studied in Japan has done translations of
contemporary Japanese poetry. She has been working on translating the poetry of two
women poets of the past‒ Misuzu Kaneko from Japan and Catharina Regina Von
Greiffenberg of Germany, along with her German reading poet friends, Sarah Klassen
and Joanne Epp.

Then on Saturday, June 18, join us for Performing Women the Panel, all during the
Writers Summit at Toronto Harbourfront.

Kelley Jo Burke, an award-winning playwright and performer explores creative
nonfiction, performance, and life blurred. Cornelia Hoogland explores some of the ways
women "go missing". She contributed the cover photo of an installation inspired by the
red dress of REDress by Jaime Black and an aesthetic response to 1000 missing and
murdered Indigenous women in Canada. Penn Kemp contributor and editor describes
sonic world, spoken word. She performed her "Poem for Peace" at the London Music
Club. Penn received the 2015 Sheri-D Golden Beret Award from President Ayesha
Chatterjee. Catherine Kidd demonstrates how , in performance, the poem becomes itself.
In effect, the poet eats the poem complete and discards the paper on which it is printed.
"You'll witness this in 'Hyena Subpoena'" through time and space, sound, movement,
video, and lighting. (p. 58) Susan McMaster examines the effect of her creative
collaboration in the context of multi-voice wordmusic; spoken voice improvisations with
musicians; performance based on artistic interpretations of her words; and staged poetry
productions like Crossing Arcs: Alzheimer's, her mother, and herself.

Sheri-D Wilson expresses Spoken Word Poetry as Political Act‒ as experienced clearly
in her most recent collection, Open Letter: Woman Against Violence Against Women. The
collection was born out of improvisation. in 2016 she created a new initiative called The
School of Thought: Languages Lost & Found.

Review of Oscar of Between: A Memoir of Identity and Ideas, by Betsy Warland
(Halfmoon, B.C.: Caitlin Press, 2016) 224 pp. paper.
The memoir emphasizes the people and events that the author has known or witnessed. (A
Glossary of Literary Terms, Seventh edition, by M.H. Abrams) The odyssey begins in
London, Vancouver, and Iowa, in 2007, and ends in Vancouver, 2015. Warland notes that
she consciously flew to London in order to celebrate the special occasion of her sixtieth
birthday. She decided to adapt the memoir style and form with the personal essay of
ideas, as well as some fictive elements. The germ was an online salon, of guest writers or
artists, riffs, insights, responses. In doing so, she initiated a new sub-genre, in real time.
The final part was accomplished in 2015. See: www.betsywarland.com/excerpts-fromoscar-of-between.
Warland, as a character of her own design, contemplates the hybrid genre, creative
nonfiction which is discursive; if not, then poetry, that which will not be categorized as
such by any poet or jury. She conveys the waiting, unlike any other waiting, while you
witness your writing being read, in judgment. The realm includes writing workshops,
writing in residence, writers desperate for context, rare territory, faced by the ubiquitous
blank paper (p. 41) “This is our homeland”.
In part 1) The Imperial War Museum is a suitable setting for the in-betweeness of
mother/ father, double mastectomy, disruptive patterns, and readers’ resistance, the
abiding faith of a son, a particular context is the importance of being earnest, however,
Oscar is Albee’s character, and an androgynous nature, Maggie Smith. Part 2) The First
World War camouflage is “the art of survival”. Part 3) dictionary, etymology, et al. Part
4) categories and public spaces, especially Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway and DNA.
Part 5) the collective, a camaraderie; 6) a mixed genre, which was box-ticked for a
writer’s grant application; 7) teaching, a blank sheet of paper.
In part 5) there are elements of a private diary or journal, a day-to-day record of events,
for personal use and satisfaction, but, ironically, without thought of publication. The
sense of betweeness, a recognition of one another, helps the circularity of writing, “to
keep sadness at bay”. Part 6) Vancouver offers her a writers’ studio event. Warland
alludes to A Gathering Instinct (1981), her first book, What Holds Us Here (1998),

Silences, a collection by thirty-six academics and edited by “ her alter-ego Oscar”, is
launched. The Conference on Canadian Modernist Women Poets, organized by Barbara
and Di., is the venue where Oscar read Only This Blue, a paper on Phyllis Webb. Part 7,
she contemplates, while she prepares her second round of literary archives and comments
on Lesbianism and feminism, thus Magento, (2013). In part 8, there are: echolocation, the
Vancouver International Writers Festival, where she drops her “camouflage” during an
interview. In part 9: Halloween, costumes, imposter. Part 10: CBC, deception,
concealment, an essay “Narrative and The Lie”, unfinished. (p. 65) Part 11: Life
magazines and photographs, on digital archives, she reads: A Woman in Berlin, antiSemitism, the Holocaust. In part 12, we find: Breathing the Page (2010), Photoshop, The
Obituary, an unfinished novel by Gail on surveillance; androgyny, and “her now-sansbreast-chest.” (p. 76) Part 13: sunlight on a sheet of paper. Daphne, Susan, Denis; Werner
Herzog’s Where the Green Ants Dream; The Winter Vault, by Anne Michael. Vancouver
Art Gallery, The Year of Magical Thinking, by Joan Didion. Part 14 offers Saskatoon
Public Library, By Grand Central Station, by Elizabeth Smart; Desert of the Heart, by
Jane Rule. As Oscar prepares this excerpt for posting at Oscar’s Salon, she recalls a
missile, Barbie doll, and the .22 which all share the same shape. Part 15 on Hornby
Island, she feels forgotten and even “erased”, by friends for two major feminist
conferences, as well as an anthology; Arleen editing her manuscript. Part 16: Berkeley,
Sarah Blakewell’s How to Live, based on Montaigne. Observation her lifelong teacher,
she is writing this manuscript in the form of diary entries, as she previously did in
Bloodroot (2000).
In this manner, her fictive name as “Oscar” has freed the writer to inscribe actual names
of people, events, times–which in turn has enabled her to tell of her “person-of-between”
stories. (p. 100) Part 17: the Great Northern Way, how she was inspired to compose
Breathing the Page, especially the “lance” of “free. (p. 103) Netflix versus video stores,
racism is rampant, a vortex of writing, she wonders if words have tuned turned their
backs on a jumper suicide. There are many other allusions: the Trinity, drought, the
United Nations; a YWCA summer camp; a self-proclaimed Norwegian “hero” and the
horror of his actions. Then, a manifesto on U-tube, “The Hunger Games” movie; an
Aboriginal Holocaust. Part 18 is on Writers in Dialogue, at which Oscar moderated both
Adrienne Rich and Nicole Brossard. The Berlin body language, freaks, Edward Munch’s
“Scream”, the Internet. Part 19 surveys the missing/found, a binary of cases from the
newspaper headlines. Part 20 on the CBC “The Precarious Theorizing Symposium”, the
frame grabs from surveillance Web cams, “if women remain silent”. (p. 131) She reads
from Oscar of Between, part 18. Part 21 indicates various massacres, how her feelings
impede her writing. Part 22 a Digital Journal reading, with the body as evidence, she is
prescient about violence against women. Part 23 includes the Pitt River, the new
Exploratory Writing Jury, a product of both poetry jury and nonfiction jury, both
rejecting her work. (p. 143) Part 24 compares the experiences of deep reading versus
digital reading, and the ancient Greeks; Hitler’s last days; the bravery of women in the
face of violence.
Part 25 offers the 1980s and 1990s a exhilarating, anything-is-possible in feminist
publishing, but followed by racism, classicism, and homophobia, loss of funding grants.

The big-box stores, in 1997 caused the small bookstores closing; 2003; Press Gang
bankrupt. (p. 149) There was a fundraiser, she reads The Dream of a Common Language,
by Rich, such fierce engagement with the reader. Part 26 is when she reads Orlando: A
Biography, by Virginia Woolf, which feels akin to literary companionship. (p. 152) The
book was inscribed by Sally, who knows of “her first soft-lipped lover J.”
This present-day identification is compared with Woolf’s dedication “To V. SackvilleWest”. Carla Harryman was reading from her Adorno’s Noise; tactics and riffing off.
Part 27 reveals she achieves a writing grant. (p. 159) Only This Blue (2005) can be
compared with the green obsession of Orlando (p. 159) inspired by Cage, the arch
composer, Zen-practitioner, I-Ching proponent, engaged in compositional forms and
improvisational music. Her grant application “it engaged her, held together narratively.”
(p. 161) Part 28 about gender protocol upended, muses on the Internet and deferential
treatment, “Big Data” (Big Daddy) anonymity, in 1959, was still an option, for the author
of A Woman in Berlin. The National Rifle Association, Kraft Food, and the New York
Times close out this section.
In part 29, with a black-and-white mentality, she is taken for a male, her “in-betweeness”
shadows her from a bullet. Part 30 pictures an ambivalent shopper, wearing her new
men’s shoes, Clarissa’s home resembles Mrs. Dalloway’s. Oscar writes of clothes drying,
passed down to her from a long line (pun) of women. In part 31, Oscar reads at the 23rd
Annual Virginia Woolf Conference (her intoxicating mind, Orlando); kissing at Hart
House, she unlearns romance, as simply script with stock lines, idealizations, and
expectations. (p. 176) She meets with Helen, Miranda, Sharon (Pair of Scissors) the latter
with her riffs on Mrs. Dalloway. Oscar was detached from academics, due to their
inauthenticity, routinization, defensive and territorial, a commodity approach. She prefers
freedom of approach, not as commodity. Online she embraces posting work and
entertaining comments from her readers. She appreciates the directness in Midwest
women which is a rare quality. She comments about her breasts (now removed) in
Bloodroot.
In part 32, Ann Southam’s “Webster’s Spin”, music, the garden’s language; Orlando
writing her poem “The Oak Tree”; a voice answering a voice is what is required. The
aims and aspirations she has are of inventing histories, a new writing genre, quiet,
oracular, a poet apart from other poets. Mr. Roberts sold well. Oscar’s mother threatened
Oscar’s first book with a razor. Books can kill, for example Ross and Tom: Two
American Tragedies abut suicide. She accepts the power of a book. In part 33 on Bloor
Street, images, phrases, ideas, pulsating words; she finishes the Margento essay. Then
she imagines an array of images, words, ideas. She writes “into contradiction”. Then
there are the readers’ riffs, creative writing pieces, observations, and literary criticism.
She grew up as a feminist, writer, lesbian. Kill Joy’s Kastle: A Lesbian Feminist Haunted
House, is a collaborative performance piece funded by crowd-source. She expresses her
public erotic joy. There are her writing mind, her pen-written letters, “when the pen gets
on the scent”, from Woolf; The Artist is Present performance. Further: self-medication,
self-deception, Ai Weiwei’s “Self-Portrait”, the 2008 earthquake. Toronto’s Mayor Ford,
Javier Marias’ novel The Infatuations.

In part 34 she was ignored by six male subcontractors about apartment flooding and
reconstruction. The lesson is that putting it in words means that lines are crossed. She
identifies with her father not her mother. She thinks of refugees, Maslow’s Hierarchy of
Needs; a Wikipedia search, with a sense of grace. In part 34, she is caught in the web of a
story, at a gathering about the role of the poet. She reads from Breathing the Page,
having given up writing poetry for lyric prose. In part 36 there are allusions about
Nicole’s The Aerial Letter (1988), Rachel Cusk’s Aftermath: On Marriage and
Separation. In open is broken (1984) she explores: write, writan, to tear, scratch, in
addition to a public space for lesbian erotic love poems. There is also Double Negative
(1988) with Daphne Marlatt, “combustion”. (p. 211) The roles are varied: perpetrator
signifies violence by men of women; gender reassignment, if indeterminate, then
“Paralyzed”. The gender spectrum is crucial. This plays an important social function.
There are changing expectations. Claudia Rankine’s Citizen: An American Lyric. She
adores the blending of poetic strategies, ideas, and narrative prose, her aloness. Finally,
from Najwa Ali, in Writing Toward a Distance, she concludes with “—in this of
between Oscar resides—”.
See: www.betsywarland.com. Excerpts appeared in Alone Together, Kwe: Standing with
Our Sisters; Planet Earth Poetry Anthology, The Tolerance Project, CV2, Plentitude, and
Dandelion. This is a new imprint Dagger Editions by the author of nonfiction books
(Proper Deafinitions; Breathing the Page: Reading the Act of Writing; in addition to
Oscar of Between.
Much of this is reminiscent of Gertrude Stein’s Salons, and The Autobiography of Alice
B. Toklas, written by her biographer. The present work is a tour de force from an author
who has repeatedly challenged the genres of poetry, the long poem, prose, creative
nonfiction, the essay, and memoir. The fictive element of “Oscar” appears to free up her
creative imagination, similarly with “The Importance of Being Earnest” by Oscar Wilde.
One of the results is a roman á clef, which is French for “novel with a key”. The author
expects the reader of a prose fiction to recognize and identify actual individuals despite
their altered names (in this instance using the somewhat generic first name without a last
name). The events and journeys are linked thematically throughout the work. This
layering of ironies is dramatic and meaningful, given purpose by the author’s intentions.
She indulges in the reader-response theory, an implied reader and the actual reader.
Structuralism affords feminism the ever-altering responses to a given text, informed by
her reader’s creative additions.

Review of boobs: Women Explore What It Means To Have Breasts, edited by Ruth
Daniel (Half Moon Bay, B.C.: Caitlin Press, 2016) 231 pp. paper.
The editor acknowledges each bra consultant who has helped her buy the appropriate size
and to customers who have ever trusted her with their own bra-shopping decisions. She
also alludes to popular culture, Julia Roberts’s thinly-veiled character of actress Anna
Scott, with bookish Hugh Grant, in the romance-comedy movie “Notting Hill” (1990),
which capitalized on the success of “Pretty Woman”.
She contributes “The Friend with Boobs”, about being flat-chested, Jill who needs to be
needed. High school labels involve imitations and caricatures. She scores “A”s in class
and ultimately a “Double D”s cup. This was life-changing, until she completed her
writing work, training to be become a bra consultant at a department store. She reverts to
horizontal stripes in later years.
Daniell teaches speech arts and writing at the Bolton Academy of Spoken Arts. She
founded Swoon, a literary reading series about love and desire. She has a B.A. (honours)
in English Literature and Writing from the University of Victoria and a Masters in Fine
Arts from the University of British Columbia. Daniell has published in Arc Poetry
Magazine, Grain, Room Magazine, Querty, Canthius, The Antigonish Review, and CV2.
There are thirty-seven contributors (thirty-eight counting the editor.) Poets (some League
members) Lorna Crozier, an Officer of the Order of Canada, Kate Braid, who has a
memoir, Journeywoman: Swinging a Hammer in a Man’s World, Susan Glickman, author
of The Smooth Yarrow (2012), Betsy Struthers, past president of the League of Canadian
Poets, Marilyn Belak, her imprint Windward Press, Jane Eaton Hamilton, whose novel
Weekend is forthcoming, Miranda Pearson, whose The Aviary won the Alfred G. Bailey
prize in 2006, Laura Ritland, who is the former editor-in-chief of echolocation magazine,
Julia Park Tracey, the Poet Laureate of Alameda, Ca., Dina Del Bucchia and Daniel
Zomparelli who both collaborated on Rom Com, a poetry book from Talonbooks. Esther
Griffin works on the Poetry Editorial Board for PRISM international Literary Journal.
As for remarkable prose writers I will recommend that you peruse the collection for
yourself.

This collection of primarily prose is framed by an introductory poem by Lorna Crozier,
ostensibly a “News Flash from the Fashion Magazines”, and based on an incremental
refrain of “Breasts are back!” with personification “pout”, “shrink”, “leap”, “running”,
“wave”, “swaying”, “swinging”, “move”, “rise and fall”, “flutter”, “learning to fly”,
“peek”, “wanting”, “clutching”, and many other action verbs. There are similes, implied
as “small shy sparrows”, like Kiwi fruit, mandolins, pouter pigeons; “as alabaster”, “as
pearls”. Some are big, others small, but hairless, smooth, unstretched. The imperative
voice proclaims, “Let’s give them the vote”; “Let’s make them mayor for the day”;
“Let’s remember our old secret.”
Kate Braid offers “Always Keep Your Tools in Shape” –“from A Carpenter’s Manual”.
She asks and pumps her breasts, punning on “a foundation” for self-awareness,
exuberance, and joy. (p. 54) Marilyn Belak, in “First Class After Lunch–Mid-1960s”, she
recalls a note passed in class, about her shape “like a baseball, / all curves.” The contexts
are grade-ten chemistry, and underwear advertising bras “crossed”, “tipped”, and
ultimately “burned” in protest during the 1960s. (p. 66) Jane Eaton Hamilton, in a prose
poem “Knobs”, writes about being shirtless and selling roadside corn with her brother.
Various men accost her, before her brother instructs her to put on a shirt, with the
additional benefit, “you only get 5 cents...cause you’re a girl”. (p. 82) Miranda Pearson,
in “Radiant”, describes radiation, a toxic cure, as though she were poised on a
Frankenstein slab, herself a runway, “bisected and branded”, as if for a plane’s landing.
She feels like a scarred stripper. (p. 96) Laura Ritland, in “Your Body is Growing”,
recounts ten-year-olds watching a class film about adolescence, “parts of us would bleed
or swell”, shame, throbbing. The predictors are bikinis, malls, glass cabinets where
“women’s breasts [are] propped like porcelain”. (p. 111)
Susan Glickman, in “Breasts”, dreaded the onset of puberty. The mini-epic simile “they
burned, they poked, / two scoops of humiliation/ disgracing my unused chest.” (p. 124)
This approach tallies with the observation by Daniell (in the “Introduction”) that breasts
are public, even when they are fully clothed, unlike the vulva or penis. This public
shaming (especially in school or on the job) engenders self-hatred. Though Glickman
discovers sweetness in breastfeeding; (in how Crozier intones, “the sweet warm vowels /
of our mother’s milk.” p. 16) Outlasting their purpose (recurrence of “unused”) results in
her friends dying, echoing disease (in “Radiant”). She has named them “Life” and
“death”, much as guards at a tomb. Is this a form of retaliation for having hated them,
because they are unforgiving, requiring leers and grabs. (p. 125)
Julia Park Tracey, in “Fifteen”, expresses her mixed emotions because of how society
views them, “I didn’t know / how far was too far”. (p. 143) Pearson, in “Taxi”, reveals
that “We all carry it, the seed of our departure”, reflecting on the hothouse of her body. In
other terms, “the white veneer” contains within “the spider’s nest”. (p. 150) Betsy
Struthers, in “Amazon”, offers a callback to biopsy, then diagnosis to surgery. A
comparison is made between the medical dangers and the open road. (p. 170)
Dina Del Bucchia and Daniel Zomparelli, in “Your Boobs”, combine the imperative
“must”, with the conditional “should” and “may”, in a series of situations; followed by

the verb to be, as in “are”, “and”, “will” with hyperbole, such as “ruin the world” and
“cause the end of civilization”. (p. 187) Esther Griffin, in “Miriam in Mexico,
Postpartum”, offers a comparison between bone and flesh, “her milky smell” and “my
empty breasts”. The underlying theme is that of “chirps”, “trill”, “song”, and “warbles”
all related to birds. Kate Braid ponders, in “Breasts”, a poem, “I wonder if men ever
forget/their penises”. (p. 219)
An androgynous chest and possible silicone implants as well as Victoria’s Secret and
LaSenza, the Itty Bitty Titty Committee, the Vancouver Breastfeeding Centre all make
their appearances in “Variety Pack”, by Sara Graefe. She manages a grudging acceptance
and a new Maindenform bra. The wire bra, a lymph node under left arm, mammogram,
biopsy, and “do I have cancer?” are factors in “Bump”, by Rebecca Hendry. The
psychology of scars, in “From Scar to Sacrament”, by Heidi Grogan, involves Bible
stories, a street agency, and transformation. She also contributed “Mirror Mirror on the
Wall” (who is the fairest of them all?), with witches and fairy-tale wolves. The setting is
Calgary Foothills Hospital, Outpatient Clinic for Minor Surgery. In “Celebrate Your
Curves with Free Shipping”, by Emily Wright, large breasts are uncomfortable, requiring
special measures and measurements.
Taryn Hubbard, in “Pinches”, compares high school adolescence with teenage-tempered
books and stock characters. Nicole Boyce, in “A Site of Potential”, explores the massmarket phenomenon of The Spice Girls, as well as tumours. “Carpe diem! Seize your Acups!” (p. 72) Reconstructive surgery appears in “Pep Talk”, by Zuri Scrivens, beginning
with what appears to be a clogged milk duct, hearing pop music “Hit Me With Your Best
Shot”, following a biopsy. “The Pencil Test”, by Christina Myers, pertains to breast size,
teen logic, Kotex, women bodies and their self-image.
A woman’s marriage is ruined after a mastectomy in “A-T-C-G –All the Cancer Grief”,
by Annie Parker, but her little girl inner self displays a special kind of courage. The
author was genetically tested for the breast cancer mutation gene, after her mother and
aunt died of cancer. (See: Ann Parker Decoded (Brampton, On: Annie Parker Books,
2014). A woman refused to be defined by the size of her breasts, although they have
played a major role in her identity as a woman, in “Learning to Not Laugh It Away”, by
Francine Cunningham. The nomenclature of flying saucers, holy grails, jogging partners,
jugs, sweater stretchers, my shelf, ode to joys, my girls, and fluffy pillows all are applied.
Another approach, in “The Exhibitionist”, by Emily Davidson, is to identify breasts by
celebrity, Christina Hendricks, Kat Dennings, Kate Winslet. A colleague has “E-cup
miracles. They are the python in The Jungle Book whispering trust in me.” (p. 104) And
the more so are the breasts of Audrey Hepburn, Cate Blanchett, Carey Mulligan. Other
appellations are sly wink, promise, B-cup miracles, and Flower.
Open heart surgery produces “an angry red sash”, in “Late-Blooming Boobies”, by
Valerie Hennell, and, by the end of which “it’s a faded old friend.” (p. 115) Moni Brar, in
“Berries”, a ten-year-old girl feels shame because she is molested. A marriage involves
physical and emotional punishment. A mother apologizes to her daughter for having
cancer, in “Feathers”, by Catherine Graham. Her death propels the daughter to have a

breast examination, after the distraction of a writing project. Thence, “the ticking time
bomb lodged in my chest.” (pp. 128-9) The compass points serve her radiation treatment.
Distraction strangely brings her comfort. A girl becomes promiscuous after being
sexually assaulted by an employer and molested by a family member. She works as a
stripper before coming to realize that she (her breasts) are not at fault. (“So Big Men
Can’t Help Themselves”, by Sierra Sky Gemma).
“Nipples”, by Fiona Tinwei Lam, is a creative nonfiction version from Body Tales, a
previously published piece. Joelle Barron, in “Bridges”, writes about trauma and
“depersonalization”. (p. 148) She is redeemed by giving birth and nursing a child. Allison
Jane Smith, in “Opening and Closing”, a woman explores her options in a career rather
than facing the problems with her medical health. A Mary Pratt exhibition affects her
impressions about women’s experiences. Devin Casey, in “Skin Deep”, deals with
trangendering, “Trans is not binary, it’s a spectrum and it’s fluid.” (p. 160)
Sadie Johansen, in “The Balloon Stuffer”, describes puberty, hormone replacement
therapy, and a renewed happiness. Maggie Wojtarowicz, in “Reclaiming My Thorns”,
depicts cancer treatments, but after she was diagnosed with early onset “dystonia, a
neurological disease, in the 1990s. (p. 171) She recommends The First Look, by Amelia
David, a book on body image. She undergoes cancer treatment and considers
reconstruction, but feels strangely normal. Janine Alyson Young, in “Milking Montreal –
How I Survived the City Through Breast Feeding”, offers an account of how she was
acclimatized “to a gritty, alienating city”. (p. 180) Breast milk is a super formula for
heeling. (p. 183) However, without assistance, it may become challenging. She feels as
though she belongs, in and interesting ways. “We’re in the No Man’s Land area between
Westmont and Saint Henri.” (p. 186) She comes upon a grassy knoll, in the Parisian
Foundry, “Sometimes Montreal is still too much.” (p. 186)
Kelly S. Thompson, in “Strip, Reveal, and Sex Appeal”, documents the progress of
Officer Cadet Thompson, her “Impediment”, “Source of Shame” . “My boobs might as
well as be a medal on a flat chest, presented for valour in the face of countless unwanted
sexual advances.” (p. 190) Her unsymmetrical body gives her pause, so she signs on for a
Burlesque Centre course, learning a simple routine. Kelly Thompson (Consolation Prizes)
adopts the name of “G.I.Jiggles Takes ‘Em as They Are”. (p. 195) As “They’ve come
Full Circle”, pain is temporary. (p. 197)
Lynn Easton, in “Nine”, the penultimate prose story, refers to having to clothe her
nakedness as a child, with wearing a shirt, even in summer. A time to stop climbing trees.
Incidentally, a game’s score is “Nine point nine nine”, indeed, “Damned near perfect.” (p.
212) Nancy Lee, in “Origin Stories”, ingenuously uses an alphabetical framework for the
sequence because these letters also denote breast cup sizes. The chronology begins with a
toddler, age nine, high school (“a time of infamy”), ages nineteen, twenty, until she
undergoes breast reduction. The second emergency surgery causes scars. “I bed, before I
go to sleep, my fingertips retrace the scalpel’s path, the history of my body written in
skin.” (p. 218)

